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A B S T R A C T

Diagnostic pathology in parotid gland (PG) is extremely versatile, due to the diversity, aetiology and
histogenesis of PG tumors. Synchronous tumors (either hybrid or collision) are described as two or more
distinct neoplasms arising in the same anatomical location, either malignant or benign. We present a
case of parotid swelling diagnosed to be Warthin’s tumor (WT) preoperatively which turned out to be
a Pleomorphic adenoma – Warthin’s collision tumor. This rare type of collision tumor, was managed
successfully by surgery with close follow-up. We aim to enlighten surgeons and pathologists about this
rare condition to make them familiar about the difficulties in diagnosis and management of the tumor.
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1. Introduction

Parotid gland (PG) neoplasms constitute only 3% of head
and neck tumors and of that synchronous unilateral multiple
neoplasms are even more rare and constitute only 0.5%
of all PG tumors.1 Collision tumors represent neoplasms
that arise in different locations to coalesce in a specific
area whereas hybrid tumors constitute different tumors in
a single neoplasm within the same terrain.2 To add, no
definite acceptable hypotheses for the occurrence of these
rare synchronous collision tumors in the same gland have
been postulated which makes pathological diagnosis of
these unique neoplasms challenging.3 In the present study,
we report a collision tumor of two benign neoplasms, which
is a unique challenging pathological entity.

2. Case Report

A 44-year-old hypertensive and diabetic gentle man, and a
known smoker for past 20 years, came with the complaints
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of gradually progressive swelling below right ear for 5
years with no other associated complaints. His facial nerve
function was normal. On examination, a 4x5 cm firm to
hard, mobile, non-tender swelling was noted just below the
right ear lobule in the parotid region.

He had non-contrast computed tomography (CT) films
done elsewhere which showed a well-circumscribed single
lobulated lesion with a cystic component confined to
the superficial lobe of right PG (Figure 1). Preoperative
diagnosis of WT was made in FNAC since oncocytic cells
and lymphocytes were noted. He underwent a superficial
parotidectomy after an informed written consent. Intra
operatively, a 3x4cm cystic lesion was noted in the
superficial lobe of the right PG. The tumor was excised
completely without any spillage and preserving all branches
of the facial nerve.

Postoperative gross histopathological examination
revealed bosselated, greenish myxoid cut surface with
intervening foci of yellowish-white islands with no
necrosis. On microscopy, a circumscribed, encapsulated
tumor composed of an intimate admixture of epithelial,
myoepithelial, myxoid and fibromyxoid stroma and nests
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and islands of bland cells. The epithelial component
was arranged in strands, anastomosing cords and tubules
by an inner cuboidal epithelial cell and an outer layer
of myoepithelial cells which blended into the adjacent
chondromyxoid stroma (Figure 2 A). There were large
areas of cystic degeneration, cholesterol clefts and foreign
body giant cell reaction with cyst lined by bilayer oncocytic
epithelium, inspissated secretions and scanty lymphoid
stroma (Figure 2 B). In other sections, a layer of cuboidal
lined the cystic spaces with attenuated oncocytic cells
underneath, which were huge aggregates and sheets of
lymphoid stroma. Mitotic activity was inconspicuous no
evidence of malignancy was noted in the sections analysed.
Thus, with the combined picture of benign salivary gland
tumor with features of both PA and WT, a diagnosis of
Collision tumor is made. Patient was monitored with close
followup and no recurrence was noted after 2 years.

Fig. 1: Pre-operative non-contrast CT showing a well-
circumscribed single lobulated lesion with cystic component
confined to the superficial lobe of right parotid gland. (white
arrow) (Axial, coronal and sagittal views in order)

Fig. 2: Histopathological pictures of A: Pleomorphic adenoma,
with myxoid and fibromyxoid stroma and nests and islands of
bland cells. B: Warthins tumour, with cyst lined by bilayered
oncocytic epithelium (blue arrow), insisted secretions and scantyly
mphoid stroma (yellow star)

3. Discussion

Collision neoplasms are postulated to be coalescence of
two separate pathologically distinctive tumors at a certain
locale.4 The cause for occurrence of these rare tumors
is not clearly defined. It is postulated that, in the initial
stages, the two tumors would have existed as two separate,
non-colliding tumors, and in the course of time, the

two components would have invaded each other.5 Costa
proposed three hypotheses for the existence of collision
tumors. First hypothesis is that, a carcinogen would cause
two different neoplasms in two adjacent histologically
distinct tissues. The second hypothesis is the possibility
of horizontal recruitment, in which carcinomas, composed
of host cells, are induced at the site of transplantation
of a malignant neoplasm. The final proposal is the
conductive mechanism where a long-standing tumor creates
an environment that favours the genesis of second tumor an
adjacent site.5

WTs manifest in older men as slow growing PG mass,
bilateral in 10% of cases and also the most common tumor to
manifest as multiple lesions and as collision predominantly
with other malignant tumors.6 In the present study, FNAC
revealed oncocytic and lymphocytic cells in a proteinaceous
background, and thus a conclusion of WT was arrived. PG
tumors especially WT can pose problems in preoperative
cytological diagnosis, due to the varied presentation of
tumors in cytological analysis.7

Our patient had a CT films done elsewhere, an FNAC
suggested WT and clinically the lesion was mobile, hence
we did not do any further imaging studies. Magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) is the preferred modality of
imaging in PG tumors. Small lesions and synchronous
tumors that are in close proximity or in collision could
not be clearly distinguished even in MRI.2 On imaging,
small PA appears as well-defined lesion with homogenous
enhancement whereas large PA appears lobulated with
hemorrhagic and necrotic areas.6 WT appears boggy on
palpation because of fluid cystic spaces. On CT, a well-
circumscribed lesion with associated cystic and hypodense
areas.2,6,7 In the present case, a single well-circumcised
homogenous swelling was noted in the superficial lobe of
the right PG and a clear delineation between the two tumors
could not be made out preoperatively.

On reviewing published reports, combination of two
benign tumours on unilateral PG is extremely rare.8

In benign and malignant combination, WT is the most
common type followed by PA on benign side where
as Mucoepidermoid carcinoma (MEC) is most common
type followed by acinic cell carcinoma on malignant
counterpart. The most popular histological combination
of neoplasms is WT and MEC.9 Other benign tumors,
such as sebaceous lymphadenoma and myoepithelioma,
and malignant tumors, such as adenocarcinoma, squamous
cell carcinoma, carcinoma ex-pleomorphic adenoma and
salivary ductal carcinoma, have been reported.9,10

In our case both the tumors were benign. The role of
imaging and FNAC is controversial in collision tumors.
Clinician should suspect malignancy based on clinical
features. An ultrasound guided FNAC from suspicious solid
areas of the tumor may help us in diagnosing a malignant
tumor combination. The oncological safety of conservative
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surgical procedures like adequate parotidectomy and
extracapsular excision in collision tumor is controversial.

The role of frozen section in a suspicious malignant
tumor needs to be studied prospectively to know the
magnitude of the malignant combination. Non-surgical
management of WT such as careful observation should
be reconsidered where collision tumors are suspected.
Although a handful of case reports have been reported on
a combination of malignant collision/hybrid tumours, this
present report is one of the very few reported cases of
combination of benign PG collision tumours. The surgeon
should be aware of rare collision tumors of the salivary
glands, so that they can be diagnosed preoperatively when
there is a clinical suspicion on evaluation. A close follow-
up is advocated to monitor the probability of recurrence and
early intervention if diagnosed.
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